
How To: Stop Squeaking doors and door 
rattles

Courtesy of wanna1
As you "all" know, there's a persistent problem with our door/window seals wich sooner or later 
start squeaking! 

Why does it start squeaking? Well, you might not know, but cleaning products may be the cause, 
meaning, polish, wax, or other...but you may say..."I don't use cleaning products on or around the 
seals!"...Yup, neither do I, but with rain, washing, damp weather, etc, the wax coat or whatever gets 
to the seals! Warm weather will also agravate the squeaking! 

For those with sunroof be advised, your sunroof may also be squeaking (a lot)! 

So what to do? Use lubricants, or other stuff that do not work, or just work for a little while? Nope, 
and why not? Because I think I found the solution! It worked 100% for me! 

Here's what you have to get: 

• Soft sponge 
• Clean and dry cloth (or paper towel) 
• Dish washing detergent (for hand wash, of course) 

Yes, dish washing detergent!!!!!! 

Now, what to do? 

Open all 4 windows 
soak the sponge with clean water, apply the detergent on in and squeeze it to get the water out. 
Scrub the seals, in and out, everywhere you can reach, specially where the window slides up and 
down...everywhere! Scrub the window too! 
Clean it with the dry cloth 
When you're done with all the 4 windows, close them and open all 4 doors 
Scrub all the seals, specially the ones on the upper part of the door, the ones that press against the 
car 
Scrub the areas of the car's body where the door seals press against 
Clean it all with the cloth 
And you're done!!!! 

For those with sunroof: 

Open the sunroof, scrub around the frame, scrubs the seal all around the sunroof, clean it all, and 
that's it! 



Keep the sponge with a good amount of detergent, making quite some foam when you scrub! The 
detergent will degrease the seals and stop the squeaking! As I said, It worked 100% for me, and I've 
tried LOTS AND LOTS of things! 

Even if you think it might not work, and it might not work for you, you should try it, it can't do any 
worse! 

The below is an accumulation of posts in the Problems section and are suggestions into other 
possible solutions: 

• Get BMW to replace the door seals
Many members (ghibbett, pauljoyce, thecanadian, Wobert, Nolz and more) have reported 
that by getting your dealer to replace the door seals gets rid of the problem.
On some occasions they have reported that the rattles/squeaks have returned after a period 
of time, so it may not be a 100% solution

• Use of Silicon/lubricants/sprays etc
Some members have also reported that by using a Silicon based product such as Mr Sheen 
Silicon Polish, a lubricant such as Carbaflo or GT85 teflon spray may reduce or completely 
remove any squeak or rattle.
These are applied by spraying onto a cloth and wiping it all over the seals on the car body, 
taking care to get it into the creases where the rubber Also apply it to the rubber strip on the 
bottom edge of the front doors and wipe every bit of paintwork which is in contact with the 
seals when the doors are closed. 
Finally, lower the windows and run the cloth all around grooved area (top and sides only) 
into which the glass sits when the window is closed. 
Please note that you apply the above method at your own risk.

Please be aware the above measures have proven to be successful in some cases but not every - it 
would seem every case is slightly different. 
But the general consensus is that by applying one or more of the above methods will dramatically 
reduce that annoying squeak


